Troubleshooting Guide 4x4 Two-Seater:

Possible reasons for Rear Axle been too short

1. **Bushing is not in place**

Correct and Incorrect bushing placed
2. **Wheel cover is not in place**

Correct and incorrect wheel cover in place.
3. Incorrect hat nut installation

(Correct) Hat nut shape after hammered.

(Correct) No gap between wheel cover and wheel.

Over-hammered hat nut will take up an extra 1/16" from the axle.
4. Use the proper tool

Use hat nut tool

The space required for the hat nut is 1/8".

Make sure to use the stopper on the other side of the wheel to push-up on the axle for stability.

Use stopper

For customer service please call (877)743-3899